
Seeds are staging a coup and are ready to break down the doors to 
the vault.


They're all pleading to get out of the bag and into the big world. Each 
one ready to soak up sun and jump into some red dirt. And I'm going 
to help them.


Quick update on what's up. I've moved a lot in my life. Texas -> 
Oklahoma -> Florida -> Texas -> California -> Oklahoma. It's been a 
crazy last 10 years with moves from Texas to California for about 8 
years, then back to Texas. Now back to Oklahoma.


A friend is starting a grow company here in Oklahoma on his land in 
the next couple weeks. I'm gifting my 2000 or so bean stash to him to 
grow out and plan to start working there full-time within the next 
couple months. So over the next year they should all be grown out.


I've had some of these seeds for over 7 years. It's way too big of a 
list and I haven't been able to grow for a few years because of being 
in non-legal Texas. Feel good that I get to let these genes out into the 
wild now. Ready for some fun.


Here's the list:




 



 



 



 


Started a few already and will be sorting out plants and making 
clones to gift soon. Will be gifting out a bunch of my NL seed stock to 
local growers I meet. Really excited about the future here. Interested 
to see taste the local red dirt terroir with these beans compared to 
Cali.


I used a lot of fox farm of at first in Sonoma county with my indoor 
and outdoor grows but that got too expensive pretty quickly. Then 
found the local dump/recycle center in Sonoma and started using 
their organic soil mix that was much cheaper and could by it by the 
truckload. It was good stuff and after some top dressings of my goat 
tea, everything looked fantastic and tasted awesome. We made a 
bunch of water hash using some Matt Rize and Subcool methods 
(Hats off to both those guys as I learned a bunch from them. I use a 
lot of grow tricks I learned from Subcool on weednerd back when he 
moved to Sonoma). Some of the Bodhi stuff like Goji and Love 



Triangle tasted like pure fruit when made into water hash. I'm a 
believer. 


Soil now is a mix of local organic stuff I've found and amended with 
alfalfa compost, peat moss, ewc, and mushroom compost. Will be 
experimenting with insect frass and amino sprays soon. 


Will use this thread for all my grows and share pics from the seed 
jailbreak.


Any thoughts on which beans to break out next? 


Would love to hear any thoughts. I have a list right now on priority, but 
sometimes I smoke, start thinking, and change the list up. 
#needamorefocusedhigh

 

Last edited: Nov 13, 2018

Vintage Pakistani seeds. Got these and a few others around 2013 in 
Santa Cruz at Kind Peoples. They had a nice selection and I scooped 
some up. Life hit me and I started a new business unexpectedly there 
and had to move to the city and give up growing for awhile. Back 
now and popping all these goodies I still have. 




 




Vintage Pakistani #1 - fav plant so far. super vigorous and looking 
good. just transplanted to 1gal cloth pot. mars led in a 4'x4' grow 
tent. 


 


Sad but true, all these dream beavers decided to stay in their shells 
and never come out. Was getting some bad germ rates with the older 
seeds. Switched up a few methods and now I'm getting them better. 
Going to try some gibberellic acid (GA) on Petrolia Headstash in a 
week or so after some more tests. 




 




Kandahar Afghani - low germ rate on these too but still blessed that I 
have some in the garden. Will make f2s of all the heirloom/landrace/
limited stuff to hand out. + some cuts of keepers


� 

Gorilla Biscuit IX's. Something about these really called out at me. 
New stuff I'll try out. Would like to run these next to Bodhi's Nibiru to 
see the sensi star cut crosses next to each other. 
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Last edited: Nov 13, 2018

Also in the garden: Virginia Bright Leaf Tobacco, Tricolor Sage, Genovese Red Freddy 
Basil, Lemongrass, Rosemary, Moong Beans, & Thai Kang Kob Squash.

https://www.rollitup.org/t/seed-vault-jailbreak-genes-gone-wild.979647/
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	 	 #4

Dank Sinatra f2 from @Nu-Be . 3 wks under 18/6. leaf rub smells like 
baby powder. 
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fresh transplant into 1gal cloth pot
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Last edited: Nov 13, 2018

Just popped some Sinai from The Real Seed Co. This stuff is going to 
be biblical. 




 




Popped some Petrolia Headstash from Nierika too. The seeds are the 
same pale beige color that the Herijuana seeds are. One pheno I got 
from from the original Herijuana seeds (#5) was a super branchy wide 
with big buds on the wide branches. Curious to see how these look 
compared the Herijuana. 


 


I also soaked some Pineapple OG f2s (Pineapple Thai x Tahoe OG 
Kush). Hoping to re-create some of the magic I had from the last 
grows. 707 Seedbank said they used a Pineapple Thai mom (I'm 
guessing it's the same cut that was going around Sonoma County - 
Norcal Seed Co. has a Pineapple Thai on their page and I think they 
might be the one supplying the cut) and a Jack the Ripper male in 
their cross they call Pineapple Thai. 


Really hope I can grow out their seeds and my Pineapple OG at the 
same time. The pineapple smell came through nice on the 2 crosses I 
chucked, plus a little OG smell in the Pineapple OG. The Pineapple 
Lights (Pineapple OG x Northern Light5) had no OG smell but more 



chunky buds than the Pineapple OG version. The NL5 really seems to 
make the plants more squat, with one big, long cola and much 
smaller side branching.


Next on my list to pop are the Deep Line Alchemy #5 beans from 
Bodhi. The Iraqi stuff looks pretty awesome and if both Stray and 
Bodhi have selected a plant, it must be good. 


I'm trading some beans with a few people and have offered to gift out 
some clones locally. The Vietnam Black x Thai x Herijuana cross 
seems to have the most interest from others right now, which I find a 
little surprising. I might move these up the list a few spots and pop 
them before the DLA5s.

Popped some beans that last few nights:


Nibiru, Too Buku ((Vietnam Black x Thai) x Herijuana) and a freebie 
from Brothers Grimm Cinderella XX.


Too Buku and Cinderella XX have sprouted already. Nibiru and Too 
Buku are both about 5-6 years old so I hope to get a few.
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Last edited: Dec 8, 2018

Unfortunately, my old seed stock is 5-8 years old and a lot haven't 
sprouted :/ I moved a few times during those years and kept them in 
a wood box in cool/dark places. For all new seeds, I guess I'll need to 
start freezing them.


Seeds not germinating:

Nibiru - zero have popped after 12 days.

Love Triangle x Goji OG - zero popped after 5 days

Goji OG f2s - zero popped after 5 days

Purple Haze x Thai - zero popped after 5 days


I'm going to start focusing on older seeds that are not available 
anymore so I can hopefully get them to pop. I've tried GA on a few 
seeds with no noticeable difference in germination rates. Will give 
them all up to 21 days to pop, so still holding out some hope. I've 
noticed a correlation with higer germ rates during full moons, new 
moons, and when I change temps adding a space heater nearby and 
turning it on/off every couple days or so. Will report if any of these 
germ.


Next up in a few days:


Strange Love

Pineapple Thai BX

White Fire #3 x Snow Lotus

ShLUbY said:

what has been your method for starting seeds?

Hey Shluby and thanks for stopping by. I'm dropping them in a cup of 
distilled water overnight and then into 36mm peat pellets. This 
method used to work at close to 100% germ rate and still does for 
the newer seed, but the seeds that are having trouble are 5-7 years 
old. I've tried some gibberellic acid mixed into the water on the older 
ones and haven't noticed a huge difference. 


https://www.rollitup.org/goto/post?id=14643311


My storage method might be a big part of the problem, as the seeds 
have been living in an old wooden wine box through a few moves 
over the last 5 years.


Any ideas?


Surprise in the garden today!


I was just about to FIM a Sinai plant I transplanted a few days ago 
and noticed a cluster at the top:




 




Then I noticed it had balls! It's an auto-flower male with a couple big 
balls. I found one more in the group (#2 & #4).


Not really interested in any auto flower seeds, so I'm just going to cull 
them. I wasn't expecting this, but they are a landrace strain and I've 
read some landraces act weird indoor under leds 18/6.


Nothing on The Real Seed Company website about this strain being 
auto. Can't find a thread on them in the seed reviews either, so I 
might start one in the next day or so if someone else hasn't already.


--- Anyone here grown Sinai or any other TRSC gear? ---


Happy Cold Moon to everyone. In the spirit, I'm soaking some 
Pineapple Lights. PL is a pollen chuck of mine consisting of 
(Pineapple Thai clone x Tahoe OG Kush CC) x ('89 noof cut x BCSC 
NL#5). 


I grew one of these a few years ago outside and she increased the 
bud size and the structure of the Pineapple OG. Really hoping to get 
that pineapple taste and easy going high again in my garden.

Over the last few days I've tried a few different soaking solutions. 


1 - just distilled water

2 - distilled water + gibberellic acid

3 - distilled water + humic acid + fulvic acid

4 - distilled water + humic acid + fulvic acid + gibberellic acid


Some of the seeds are 5-6 years old. Tossed in some Black Triangle 
(recently purchased), Pineapple Lights (5yrs old) , New Blue Diesel f2s 
(5 years old), and some Pineapple Thai BX (6 years old). 




 


Pumped up for the Black Triangle. Love Triangle was some of the my 
favorite plants and smoke. All the reports on BT sound great, except 
for a few low yield reports. LT had some good yield will certainly f2 
the next pack I put in. Really need some of the pineapple lights or 
pineapple thai to pop so I don't lose the pineapple flavor smoke. 


Will update the results of the seed soak solutions after about 2 
weeks. 


Oh, and the Real Seed Company (RSC) got back with me on the Sinai 
seeds. They said it's certainly possible that many of the Sinai seeds 
will auto-flower. I mentioned that they don't say that on the 



Seedsman site or even on their website. They noticed it was not 
mentioned anywhere on their site and added it. Really glad they were 
able to update the info that quickly but at the same time a little 
disappointed in the purchase and the time/tent space they took up. I 
have no interest in autos. I'll f2 them since they're flowering and will 
mess with them again in a few years or so for fun, but they won't be 
outcrossed. 


I have a couple other packs of RSC gear. Nada Devi and Parvati and 
inquired about them auto-flowering too. They said Parvati is "unlikely 
to show this trait" and it's "not impossible in Nanda Devi because it's 
an early plant, harvested in August and September. But not yet seen 
it reported if so."


Sinai = 7/8 have auto-flower traits after 4 weeks growth under 18/6. 

Parvati = unlikely to auto-flower

Nanda Devi = could auto-flower


ND is going to the back of the line now. Might give Parvati a chance 
in couple few months.


Good news is 12 black triangles and 9 pineapple lights have popped 
so far.


Bad news is Pineapple Thai BX and New Blue Diesel f2s still haven't 
popped. Will give them 14-20 days before I add the peat pellets to 
the compost pile.


Got a little baked this morning and in a moment of super high clarity, I 
started soaking all my Da Purps Lights and all the Ms. Universe 
beans I have. Da Purps Lights seeds are labeled April 2013, so over 5 
years old. The Ms. Universe seeds are about 6 years old I believe. 
Here goes something!




 


History of Da Purps: I got this cut from Llama Dan in Sonoma County 
back in 2012 I believe. Not sure where Dan got the plant from, but 
this description seems to describe my experience: https://
en.seedfinder.eu/strain-info/Da_Purps/THC_Seeds/. Da Purps is the 
frostiest plant I've ever grown. The original cut yielded very poorly, so 
I pollinated her with the Bodhi Northern Lights males. I've grown out 
only one of these before and the yield was increased by 3-4x. The 
frost, taste, and smell all remained from the original cut. Fingers 
crossed on the remaining seeds.


Original cut grown outdoor. 


https://en.seedfinder.eu/strain-info/Da_Purps/THC_Seeds/


 


Original cut grown indoor 5 weeks




 


after 1 month cure. 
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Last edited: Dec 30, 2018

Just started soaking some Love Triangle! One of my favorite smokes 
of all time so I'm looking forward to growing out this pack again.




 


old photos - #11 at 18 days flower.


 




#3 at 7 weeks flower. not a great shot and doesn't show off her color/
frost. 


 


#3 cola - you can see the colors and frost better here from the same 
bud. I believe this was 11 weeks.
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Last edited: Jan 9, 2019

Next up for the bean popping party...


Blue Herijuana - New Blue Diesel f2 (navy blue specimen) x Herijuana. 

New Berry - the new DJ Short offering. 

Hood Mt. Goji OG - Mt. Hood Huckleberry x Goji OG. Should be a 
berry explosion. Fingers crossed.

Check out the Blue Heri beans (New Blue Diesel x Herijuana). So 
dark. Everything from the New Blue Diesel f2s were super dark like 
this.




 




Just started soaking some New Berry from DJ Short/New World 
Genetics. Nice effort on the packaging but it's a little too much. I 
guess they had to make it look worth the $245. 




 




� 
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Last edited: Jan 11, 2019

Ramping things up now that it's getting closer to outdoor time. 
Already got some Love Triangle's popping up.


Just started soaking some Hood Mt. Goji OG (Mt. Hood Huckleberry 
x Goji OG). FYI, I'm giving my pollen chucks names to make it easier 
on me to keep track of the pollen chucks vs the originals. No 
intention of selling these seeds. We're growing them all out. 


Would love to see a cross of the Mt. Hood buds with the size and 
taste of the Gojis. Here's a few pics of the relatives:

Mt. Hood Huckleberry #4 (not the mom of the pollen chuck, but she 
was very similar. mom had the biggest cola. they were all super frosty 
like this)


 


Goji OG #9 (selected father #5 was the twin to this female)
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Most of the Love Triangles have already sprouted. 


Next up is Big Sur Holy Weed, Too Buku v2 (Vietnam Black x Thai x 
Herijuana), and '79 Xmas Bud. Plan to start soaking these in the next 
5 days. 


Really looking forward to the BSHW and the 79X. Both heirlooms look 
really cool. I might have to chuck some pollen at each one to see 
what I get. Will try to make extra seeds from both lines. Too Buku is 
an interesting pollen chuck. Only grew one plant of the mash up 
before and it was really cool looking with a grey color buds with a 
slight blue tinge. Smell and taste was more peppery than 
sandlewood. The first version of the Too Buku showed a lot of 
mutants and I culled all but one. The v2 I've grown before so I'm 
hoping to get a few winners here. Lost all my pics of the previous 
grow.

 

Cool looking mutant. It's the only survivor from the Too Buku v1 
seeds. Too many mutants with this version. I think the super odd 



stringy female Vietnam Black x Thai was too opposite the Herijuana 
male or maybe just a bad combo. Not sure why. 
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I dropped the Big Sur Holy Weed into the glass two days ago. One is 
about to break ground already.




 




Sometimes, seeds talk to me when I'm really high. This time a savage 
group of Hotspot, Too Buku v2, and Herijuana seeds talked me into 
dropping them in water. It's like a spirit jumped into my head and said 
"you want to drop these 3 strains in water now..."


Weird, I know, but true. 


Hopspot is a cross made from an instagram friend, Bamboodan of 
Cannabis Partisan Genetics #cpghotspot. Be sure to check out his 
stuff on the gram. Lot's of great photos, phenos, and cool crosses as 
well. Hotspot is Prayer Tower x Alien Wifi Kush. 


Next up today is Gooey 84%. Tomorrow is '79 Xmas Bud. Then 
Dread Bread. Photos coming.

Got a few BSHW that popped went to soil yesterday. A few Hotspot 
will go later today.


Dunked the 84% Pure Gooey in some h2o last night.
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Just dropped some 1979 Christmas Tree Bud seeds into some 
distilled water. Thanks @Useful Seeds ! 


https://www.rollitup.org/members/983027/
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Last night I dropped some Chernobyl freebies I've had for awhile.




 




And this morning it was Dread Bread time. Pics of this plant really get 
me excited for it. Want some monsters!




 




Tonight I'll drop some OG Jack - Tahoe OG Kush x Sannies Jack. The 
Tahoe mom was fire and the Jacks were all monster plants. Smoke 
from Jacks was a nice clear headed sativa high. Will be cool to see 
how this plant compares with Stray's Happy Place (Tahoe OG x 
Ronnie Barrett). Looks like Stray's cut is from a Cali Connect pack, 
like my mother here is.


Next up: Monkey Balls, Happy Place, and King's Banner XIII.

 

Some quick stats on the germ rates:

Black Triangle - 85%

OG Jack - 33%

Purp5 - 33%

Ms. Universe - 50%

Love Triangle - 94%

4NL - 77%

Blue Heri - 0%

New Berry - 91%

Hood Mt. Goji - 0%

Big Sur Holy Weed - 77%

Hotspot - 100%

Too Buku v2 - 8%

Herijuana v1 - 0%

84% Pure Gooey - 100%


I've been waiting until about 14 days, then moving the trays of sowed 
seeds away from the heat pad to see if any sprout there. It seems 
switching up the climate a little can cause the sowed seeds to jump 
up. 


As you can see the germ rates are all over the board! New stuff is 
close enough to 100% and the old stuff is 0%-77%. I'll get a deep 
freezer sometime soon to start storing my seeds. Need to read up on 
best practice for this.

My favorite part of the plant lifecycle is germinating new seed. The 
anticipation of waiting for one to pop it's head out over the dirt jiffy 
pellet really gets me. I check several times a day and then get 
rewarded when I see a little mini plant looking up at me. 




This morning I was greeted by some Monkey Balls sprouts looking up 
at me. Good day!


In the last few days, I started up some Monkey Balls from Hazeman, 
Zamaldelica from Ace, and some Happy Place from StrayFox. 


Next up is Kings Banner XIII, Purple Wookie (Bodhi), Too Buku, and 
then Deep Line Alchemy #6.

 

In the last few days, we've started up King's Banner XIII, Cheeseberry 
Haze, Deep Line Alchemy #6, and Downward Spiral (Vortex x 
Herijuana). 


Louis XIII is some of the best flower I've gotten at a shop in a long 
time. Picked it up at a couple different spots in SF over the last year 
or two and it's been fantastic. Great womp to the head at first where 
you say "damn I'm f-ed up" and then you feel a rush bliss for awhile 
that then turns therapeutic and relaxing. Great fun rollercoaster high. 
Tastes a little more skunky than Tahoe. Stronger than Tahoe. 


I subbed in Cheeseberry Haze over Purple Wookie bc the seeds are 
so much older. Downward Spiral should be kinda cool if I can get 
them to sprout. Seeds were harvested 7 years ago! It's my attempt to 
get some funky smell from the vortex expanded on by the herijuana 
looks and power. 




� 
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pics from last post:
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Over the last week none of the downward spiral seeds have sprouted. 
Bummer.


Since then I've started up some: Deep Line Alchemy #5, Northern 
Light5 #5, Stonemason, and Northern Light5 #10, and Blue Orca x 
85RKS. Almost all the DLAs and the Stonemasons have sprouted. A 
few of the nl5#5's have. Nil on the nl5#10s and boxrks but I just put 
them in soil. 


 




 




 




Obviously my stinky batch of seed dunks. Hoping to find some funk 
in these. There has GOT to be some skunky stinky phenos in these 
hills one would think. 


Next up: Jack Light5 (Sannies Jack f6 x (89 Noof cut x NL#5), 
NL5xHaze f6s, NL#6 x Appalachia, and Fouroura Borealis for the 
Northern Lights batch. 


The Northern Light5 #5 and #10 I have in the small greenhouse for my 
personal meds is progressing nicely. They are almost identical. All 
about 18" tall with tight spacing and nodes starting to swell up the 
one stalk slowly. I only have 3 going, but two of them have a slight 
dirty something smell to them. Like a musky old shirt that was sweaty 
and left in the hot car overnight smell. Hope this evolves to a stinkier 
smell. 


*pic was from a few weeks ago. 
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	 	 #61

In the middle of the NL batch. In the last week had to slow up the 
seed starts as we make a bunch of clones for the local shops. 


We're not going to hoard any genetics and will offer every "keeper" or 
elite clone we get (except those that are requested to stay in house of 
course) to the public. We'll even offer males upon request for those 
who want to make their own beans. So all my seed stock will be 
available in clone form eventually. 


Started some Jack Light5 the other day. This is my version of a NL 
crossed with a sativa. The Sannies Jack grew huge colas and had a 
super clear head high. The NL5 influence will probably make the high 
a little more hazey I'm guessing. Would like a mix of the structures. 
NL5 stuff grows short (16-26" tall) with one thick totem pole of a bud, 
where as the Jack grows with 6+ big side branches with coke bottle 
size buds reaching for the sky. 


After that I started some NL5xHaze beans from Swami and last night I 
started some Trichrome Technologies NL#6 x Appalachia from Bodhi. 


https://www.rollitup.org/t/seed-vault-jailbreak-genes-gone-wild.979647/post-14743375
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Next up: Fouroura Borealis (Four Way x NL#1), z7 x Northern Light5, 
and 1 of these 3:

Nigerian Sunshine, Cherry Queen, or Durghancitral.

Thanks @lukio I put in a dm asking to be moved. I asked about 
starting an Oklahoma sticky for the medical patients board about 2 
months ago and was told they would do it soon. It could take awhile 

 It's okay I'm in no rush. Just watching my plants grow lol.


My seed addiction got the best of me the other day and I ordered the 
last pack of 88g13hp from Hazeman and a pack of Granny Skunk 
from Dominion. Duke Diamond seems like a pretty chill dude and his 
interview on The Dude Grows pushed me over the edge. 


I stayed on track with my bean pop schedule. Started some Fouroura 
Borealis a few days ago and then some Zlight5. Zlight5 is a pollen 
chuck of the Z7 beens from CBD Crew I got crossed with Bodhi's 
Northern Light5 (or Bodhi Lights). Hope to find a nice 3:2 thc:cbd 
pheno. Next up I started an old pack of Ace of Spades from Sub. 
Also started up:

- Hood Mt. Goji OG (Mt. Hood Huckleberry x Goji OG) - really want 
some of these to sprout. praying!

- Panama from Cannabiogen

- Bright Moments from Gage Green. 

- 1 bag seed from an 1/8 of Mango Sherbert (super fire crystal 
covered bud. smoked 2 seeds in the bud :/ and saved the last 
bugger).

Got this Sinai at 5 weeks out for a little photo shoot. She's seeded 
with about 5 Sinai males and about 10% got dusted with the 2 
badass looking Petrolia Headstash males that bolted. I'm guessing 
she needs another 3-4 weeks. Will be handing these seeds out to 
anyone who wants them. Should be some cbd phenos in there and 
some cool f1s too.


https://www.rollitup.org/members/572597/


 


Since last post we've started up: Chocolate Rain, Durganchitral, 
Pineapple Thai (707 Seeds), Caramel Cough, Nigerian Sunshine, 
Herijuana, and some Sannie's Jack f2's I made a few years back from 
Sannie's f7 version. Big lemony haze type plants. Great yielders and 
all were pretty uniform with not much variation in the group.

 

Here's some Sinai at 6 weeks under 11/13 led:




 

 




No more seed popping for at least a week or two to clear some 
space.

Below is Sinai at 7 weeks. Someone needs to start up a RSC thread 
under seed and strain reviews! If I don't see one in the next few 
weeks I will 


 


Had to try and pop my remaining Herijuana beans. If I don't get any I 
might not grow the strain again. Leave it up to fate.


Sinai #7 at 8wks. Not much amber yet, but I'm getting impatient. On 
when to chop because I want to give the seeds as much time as 
possible.
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Just harvested some Gorilla Biscuit and some Vintage Pakistan at 9.5 
weeks:




� 
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Harvested a few different females (all grown in 3" square clone pots 
to test out) the last few days. Nikah, Gorilla Biscuit, Cosmic Serpent, 
Vintage Pakistani 1, and Kandahar Afghan. Will add some bud pics at 
some point. Here's a few. 


Vintage Pakistani 1 #2 has the most red hair I can remember seeing. 
Some of these caught some pollen from males that were being tested 
in the next tent over so you'll see some seeds here and there. (posted 
this in the Bodhi thread yesterday)




 


Here's the same bud in the jar, doing it's best SpiderMan 
impersonation




 


no camera tricks this girl has some grab
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More bud shots and some first impressions on the phenos. 


Vintage Pakistani 1 #1 - not as red hairy as #2 and a different smell. 
More of a slight floral to it (#2 losing the sweetness of the watermelon 
rind smell). Not enough experience to describe the high yet, but they 
both seem more of a clear headed sativa like high.


 




Cosmic Serpent #1 - high is about as strong as #8 with more of a 
sweet lively berry/Hawaiian punch smell to it than #8. 


 


Nikah #3 - this is the most frosty of everything so far and has a nice 
soaring and disorienting high (the frost while it was growing isn't 
showing up that well in the bud on this pic). Smells of a little sour 
lemon like where the #7 has a more lemon square type pastry smell. 
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Here's one of some Vintage Pakistani 1 #2 in the jar. Real heady 
soaring sativa high. Smell after curing has lost most of the sweet 
where it almost smells like a cucumber now.




 


Next up I'm going to veg out a few clones to get them bigger for a 
seed run with one chosen Kandahar Afghan male to make f2s and an 
AfPak using the Vintage Pakistan #1 & #2 girls. 


Plan to make a few thousand of these seeds to run through and give 
out. Should be some nice stuff to find in there.


Few more in flower:


Cinderella XX#2 @7wks - She's the ugly duckling that I'm not 
keeping, but she's turning into a nice looking flower. 




 


Here's a pic of another plant I'm not keeping, but really seems cool - 
Hotspot #4 (Prayer Tower x WiFi Alien Kush) by BambooDan @4 
weeks - interesting sweet bubble gum like smells with something else 
there I can't recognize atm. Pistils have that characteristic WiFi look 
to them.
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Here's a quick pic of '89 Noof x BCSC NL#5 f2 (labeled 4NL9 from 
plant #4) at 7.5 weeks. The color is a little off from the LED in the 
background...the background is blue. But it shows some of the fade 
pretty good. Chem like smell to this one.




 

Not a keeper plant but just for some headstash running with the 
testers.


Hotspot #5 (Prayer Tower x WiFi Alien Kush) from BambooDan has a 
really unique sweet smell like a banana fused to a mandarin orange is 
the best I can describe it. Buds are swelling up nicely on a wide 
branched squatty plant.




� 

I put every plant through hell to check stability and behavior. After 
cloning each plant, a day or two later I put one clone in a small 2x4 
tent under led 11/13 to sex them/flower them out. Sometimes the 
humidity spikes up to over 90% and heat up to 100 degrees, then it's 
back to 70 degrees and 40% humidity with some light leaks and 
timing issues that pop up where I leave the door open too long or 
open it early. Over watering and under watering etc. Not ideal 
situations. Here's a few pics:


